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Abstract

We present simulations of a recently published SRAM memory gain cell consisting
of two transistors and one MOS capacitor, representing an alternative to conven-
tional six transistor SRAMs. Inverse modeling is used to fit a given device charac-
teristic to measurement data. To account for de-charging due to tunneling, we use
a simple, non-local tunneling model and calibrate it with data from literature. By
optimization, we find values for the contact voltages in the off-region at which the
retention time is a maximum.

1 Introduction
To meet the demand for fast, nonvolatile memory, a further increase in the density of
SRAM cells is inevitable. However, common SRAM technology still relies on the con-
ventional six transistor cell, where downsizing is difficult. Recent papers present new
approaches to increase the packing density of SRAM cells using advanced cell lay-
outs. An example is found in [1] where a MOS capacitance is used as storage node and
two access transistors serve for independent read and write operations. The schemat-
ics of such a cell is shown in Fig. 1. The contacts are denoted by WWL (write word
line), WBL (write bit line), RBL (read bit line) and RWL (read word line), respectively.
While it is not a real SRAM circuit because of the volatility of the charge on the storage
node, it offers the possibility of non-destructive read out due to capacitive coupling of
the read transistor: when the storage node is charged, a positive voltage at the RWL
contact suffices to open the read transistor, leading to a high current at the sense contact
RBL. The sensing current is thus delivered by the RWL contact and does not reduce the
charge on the storage node. The cell can be fabricated with standard process steps and
consumes much less die area as compared to a six transistor SRAM.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the proposed gain cell.
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Fig. 2: Doping profile of the memory cell.
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For device simulation a complete three-dimensional doping profile of the cell is not nec-
essary. Using standard process simulation tools, single MOSFET device profiles can be
used for the creation of the doping profile of the whole cell. The two-dimensional dop-
ing profile of the simulated cell is shown in Fig. 2. The doping profile was produced
using the doping profile of a standard 0.2 � m gate length n-type MOSFET and the pro-
cess simulation tool prost2d . For such a memory cell two effects can be identified to
affect the retention time: the leakage current through the access transistors and the gate
tunneling current through the large gate area of the storage node.
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Fig. 3: Transfer chracteristics of the NMOS

device.
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Fig. 4: Gate Current density for different gate

oxide thicknesses.

2 Inverse Modeling
We used the optimization tool SIESTA [2] and the device simulator MINIMOS-NT [3]
to fit the simulation models for measured transfer characteristics at different bulk biases
of the NMOS device. We chose the following parameters for inverse modeling: the
bulk doping for accurate modeling of the bulk voltage induced shift of the threshold
voltage, the band-to-band tunneling and Shockley-Read-Hall parameters to model the
drain current increase for negative gate voltages, and the work function difference. The
transfer characteristics is shown in Fig. 3 for different bulk voltages, the obtained agree-
ment to measurement data is perfect. We tried several optimization schemes (genetic
optimization, gradient based optimization and simulated annealing) and achieved the
best fit using simulated annealing.

3 Modeling Tunneling Currents
Due to the large size of the MOS capacitor, the storage node is de-charged by gate
tunneling currents. To give some order-of-magnitude estimations, we made use of a
simple non-local, electric-field based tunneling model. For low gate voltages, the SiO 6
barrier is of trapezoidal shape. Using the standard WKB approximation, the tunneling
current density evaluates as798 :<;�=?>�@A�BDC =FE<GIH JLK >M@N >�@PO 6PQ�R�SUTWVYX[Z N >M@�\ ]�=?>�@^ : K >M@+_ ` G ;�a 6H Xcb G H X : K >�@ed ;fa 6�g%h (1)

where
K >�@ is the oxide voltage,

N >�@ the gate oxide thickness and GiH the barrier height.
The other symbols have their usual meanings. The derivation of this equation can be
found in [4], a similar equation is used in [5].
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Fig. 5: Tunneling barrier for the case of direct tunneling (left)
and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling (right).

As shown in Fig. 3, (1) applies for : K >�@���G H . Otherwise, the barrier is triangular,
giving rise to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling causing a gate current density of798 :<;�= >�@A�BDC = E G H J K >M@N >�@ O 6 Q�R�SUT J X[Z \ ]<= >M@^ :<��>�@ _ G ;�a 6H O (2)

which is the expression usually found in literature. We used literature data to calibrate
the model, with the electron mass in the oxide =�>M@ as fitting parameter and G H set to
3.1 eV. In the simulation we extracted the potential values at the oxide interfaces at
equidistant lateral positions beneath the gate contacts. In Fig. 4 the tunneling current
densities are plotted for an oxide mass of =�>M@ 8���� ZU� = E . It shows that the model,
despite of its simplicity, is accurate enough to estimate the order of magnitude of the
tunneling current density over a wide range of gate voltages. The measurement values
were taken from [5], [6], and [7].

4 Contact Voltage Optimization
In addition to the gate tunneling current also the voltages at the contacts in the off-region
have some influence on the retention time which is caused by the leakage current of the
write transistor. The leakage current of the read transistor plays a minor role since only
its gate is connected to the storage node. The write transistor leakage current shows
no clear dependence on the contact voltages, as shown in Fig. 6. Also the transfer
characteristics in Fig. 3 justifies the assumption that there exists a minimum of the leak-
age current. However, since there are five independent contact voltages (WWL, WBL,
RWL, RBL and the bulk contact), optimization ’by hand’ becomes difficult. Thus, we
again used SIESTA for optimization, employing different optimization strategies. One
constraint was that all voltages in the off-region had to stay below 0.5V. For the read
transistor, it turned out that positive voltages at the turned-off contacts can increase the
retention time. Also, a positive bias on the bulk contact leads to a higher retention time.

5 Transient Simulation
Finally, we show results of transient simulations using the gate current model and the
optimized contact voltages. In Fig. 7 the cell de-charging curves are shown for the case
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of optimized and not optimized contact voltages and different gate oxide thicknesses.
Only with gate oxides thinner than 2nm, a significant reduction in retention time can
be seen. For optimized contact voltages, the retention time can be increased by nearly
three orders of magnitude. This emphasizes the need for proper chosen contact voltages
when using such devices.
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Fig. 6: Effect of source and bulk voltage on the

leakage current of the write transistor.
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Fig. 7: De-charging curves for different oxide
thicknesses (left) and optimized curve (right).

6 Conclusion
We presented simulations of a new SRAM cell consisting of two transistors and one
capacitor. We used inverse modeling and optimization techniques together with rigor-
ous device simulation to analyze the retention time of the device. We showed that, even
with a very simple gate current model, measured data can be fitted to some accuracy,
valuable for first estimations. However, gate current induced charge loss is crucial only
for gate oxides thinner than 2nm. Of higher importance is the right choice of the contact
voltages, which can increase the retention time by orders of magnitude. Without TCAD
based optimization it would have been cumbersome, if possible at all, to find the right
optima.
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